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Abstract—With the development of 5G and other communica-
tion techniques, the space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN)
is regarded as a promising solution to provide wide-range, cost-
effective, and real-time wireless access. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) Tracking plays a crucial role in guaranteeing the perfor-
mance of SAGIN. However, UAV tracking still faces a series of
challenges in the real-world deployment, especially in the case of
the presence of malicious attackers, who may launch a series of
attacks (e.g., message spoofing attack, routing misbehavior attack)
to disrupt the systems. In this study, to enhance the security and
efficiency of SAGIN when conducting object tracking, we propose
a novel and secure object tracking system named SECTRACKER to
overcome the emerging security problems in the SAGIN. Focusing
on the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) tracking, we design the Local
Voting based Detection Module to defend the message spoofing at-
tack and implement the Routing Evidence based Detection Module
to defend the routing misbehavior attack. Besides, efficiency en-
hancement mechanisms (i.e., probabilistic detection algorithm and
game theory based algorithm) are proposed in this paper to improve
the efficiency of SECTRACKER. Considering the above-mentioned
attacks, the overall tracking accuracy is improved from 88.16% in
existing schemes to 96.64% in SECTRACKER, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed system.

Index Terms—Space-air-ground integrated network, message
spoofing, misbehavior attack, UAV tracking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the wide deployment of 5G and other communi-
cation techniques, the space-air-ground integrated net-

work (SAGIN) is expected to play an increasingly important
role due to its unique advantages including wide-ranging, high
throughput, and ease of deployment [1]. Compared with the
traditional method which is based on terrestrial communication,
the implementation of SAGIN can ensure the quality of services
(QoS) when facing extreme environments (e.g., earthquakes,
and fire disasters), which is expected to outperform the conven-
tion networking architectures by allowing the QoS guaranteed
communications and facilitating human rescue and relief [2].

To enable QoS guaranteed UAV based SAGIN, one of the crit-
ical challenges is how to achieve the accurate and secure tracking
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The existing works (e.g.,
the CCOT, the BACF [3], [4]) mainly focused on improving
the accuracy of object tracking, while paying less attention to
the security issues of SAGIN. As a result, the performance
of the existing routing and tracking schemes will drop sharply
under the attacks. Therefore, it is highly desirable to introduce an
effective security scheme to overcome the existing threats (e.g.,
the message spoofing attack, the routing misbehavior attack) in
SAGIN.

To achieve secure, efficient, and accurate UAV tracking, we
need to address the following research challenges. i) Malicious
behavior issues: The malicious attacks performed by the tracker
nodes can be categorized into the following two kinds, the
message spoofing attack, and the routing misbehavior attack.
More specifically, the malicious terrestrial tracker nodes (e.g.,
the vehicle sensor nodes) may report fake tracking results (i.e.,
UAVs location information) or perform malicious behaviors
(e.g., the message flooding attack, the black hole attacks), which
cause the UAV tracking system crash [5]. Therefore, how to
ensure data authenticity and routing security remains the first
research challenge. ii) Efficiency issue: There are numerous
sensors deployed in SAGIN to achieve the different functionality
(e.g., UAV tracking, GPS locating), which are communicating
with each other over the wireless communications. Due to the
limitations of the energy capability of UAV tracking nodes,
it is highly desirable to take the energy issues into consider-
ation when the security protocols are designed. iii) Security
Aware Tracking Design: When performing UAV tracking [6],
the existing object tracking schemes [3], [4] fail to take the
UAV characteristics (e.g., the fast mobility, the small size) into
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considerations, which will decrease the QoS between the
terrestrial, the aerial, and the satellite layers. How to achieve
security-aware UAV tracking represents the third challenge.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, in this study, we
propose a novel and secure framework named SECTRACKER.
SECTRACKER addresses the security, efficiency, and accuracy
issues existing in the UAV tracking task via the following as-
pects. First, we design a Local Voting based Detection Module
to identify the trackers with message spoofing attacks. To de-
tect malicious behaviors (e.g., the message flooding attack, the
black hole attack), we design a novel Routing Evidence based
Detection Module as the countermeasure. Then, to improve
the efficiency of the proposed detection schemes, we design a
probabilistic detection algorithm, followed by the detailed game
theory based analysis. Finally, as the traditional mechanisms of
object tracking fail to meet the requirements of accurate, secure,
and real-time tracking [3], [7], we design a novel UAV Tracking
Module fitting with the SAGIN structure to deal with the tracking
accuracy problem. Note that, this study focuses on the security
issues when tracking UAVs. Accurate tracking is leveraged as
an example to verify the usability of SECTRACKER.

More specifically, for the security and efficiency aspects, SEC-
TRACKER mainly considers the above-mentioned two attacks
(i.e., message spoofing and routing misbehavior) in the terrestrial
layer. For the message spoofing attack which drops out the track-
ing result or sends fake UAV locations to spoof the UVA tracking
system, we propose a novel Local Voting based Data Voting and
Aggregation algorithm to detect the message spoofing behavior
of the tracker nodes (e.g., the vehicle sensors, the mobile base
stations) in the range of terrestrial stations timely to ensure the
security of the components in SAGIN. Considering the routing
misbehavior attack, we introduce the Routing Evidence based
Detection Algorithm to cross-check the interaction history and
message sharing via tracker nodes to ensure security in SAGIN.
To achieve an efficient management, we set up a managing center
station (MCS) to manage the whole UAV tracking system. By
leveraging the probabilistic detection algorithm and game theory
based analysis, the overhead of detection can be optimized,
which can achieve the trade off between security and utility.

We implement the SECTRACKER on a new dataset named SF-
UAV for the real-world space-air-ground scenarios. Compared
with the state-of-the-art results in UAV tracking, for instance,
the CCOT, the BACF [3], [4], etc, SECTRACKER is superior
in the aspects of the tracking accuracy and the tracking speed.
SECTRACKER can achieve the accuracy of 96.64% with a track-
ing speed of 61.41 frames per second (fps) when all proposed
mechanisms (i.e., Local Voting based Detection Module and
Routing Evidence based Detection Module) are employed. The
precision of SECTRACKER in the experimental evaluation in
terms of temporal and spatial robustness is also above 95%,
which is superior to existing results. The contributions of this
work are summarized as follows:
� We propose a novel and effective UAV tracking framework,

which is aiming to solve the existing security, efficiency,
and accuracy issues in UAV tracking. SECTRACKER can
achieve high-accuracy and low-time-latency tracking re-
sults in SAGIN.

� To overcome the security challenges, we implement the
Local Voting based Detection Module and the Routing
Evidence based Detection Module to exclude the malicious
nodes. We further propose a novel probabilistic detection
algorithm and game theory based analysis to reduce the
overhead of energy consumption, which can enhance the
efficiency of the proposed SECTRACKER.

� To demonstrate the effectiveness of SECTRACKER, in this
study, we collect a real-world UAV tracking dataset and
will open-source it to the public for further research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we introduce the preliminaries of this work. The overview
of SECTRACKER is introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we
elaborate the detailed design of SECTRACKER which is followed
by evaluation, discussion, and conclusion in Section V, VI, VII
respectively.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce the preliminaries and related
works about SECTRACKER.

A. Sagin

As illustrated in Fig. 1, SAGIN consists of the space networks
(e.g., low earth orbit (LEO) satellites), the aerial networks (e.g.,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)), and the terrestrial networks
(e.g., vehicle nodes, mobile base stations). The wide deployment
of Wi-Fi, Long-Term Evolution (LTE), and 5G [8] contributes
to the development of the Internet of Things and the Internet
of Vehicles [9], [10], which also provides great convenience to
deploy SAGIN.

The superiority of SAGIN (e.g., cost-efficient, wide-range,
high-throughout) receives the attention of both the industry
and academia. For instance, The United States Department of
Defense (DoD) and the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) propose the Global Information Grid (GIG)
and the transformational satellite (TSAT) system to leverage
the advantages of SAGIN [11], [12]. Researchers [13], [14]
also put efforts to optimize the SAGIN structure or develop
an effective platform to ensure the quality of service (QoS)
requirements by software-defined networking (SDN), network
function virtualization (NFV) [15], and artificial intelligence
techniques. Furthermore, the important work [16] proposes the
future of SAGIN with the development of 6 G, and poses serious
security threats in SAGIN.

Till now, existing research in SAGIN mainly focuses on the
optimization and implementation of the network, especially
the deep space and satellites [17]. UAV tracking task in the
aerial layer is not only the backbone but also the bottleneck
to support and develop the communication between the aerial,
the terrestrial, and the satellite layers, which is the main focus
of this study.

B. UAV Tracking

As shown in Fig. 1, since UAV plays as the backbone of the
communication, automatic UAV tracking is more than critical
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Fig. 1. The overall framework of SECTRACKER.

for the wide deployment of SAGIN. The tracking of UAVs is
based on the collaboration of the vehicle nodes in the terrestrial
layer, the MCS, and the tracked UAV. The nodes in the terres-
trial layer send commands to the UAV, which are monitored
and processed by the MCS, and the UAV executes the actions
according to the commands from the MCS. At the same time,
the nodes capture the videos of the UAV and implement the
existing tracker to track the UAV. With the assistance of nodes
in different layers, the location of the UAV can be precisely de-
termined. After that, the tracked information is shared inside the
SAGIN.

The existing works in the field of UAV tracking can be catego-
rized into two kinds: tracking mechanism based on correlation
filtering [3], [4], or based on deep learning [18]. To track the UAV
effectively and automatically, a background-aware correlation
filter for movement tracking (BACF) [4] is proposed, which
can adjust the model according to the different background
environments. Besides, the continuous convolution operator
(CCOT) [3] is designed to achieve the fine-grained UAV tracking
by feature integration. Furthermore, an efficient convolution
operator (ECO) [19] leverages the advantages of CCOT, which
improves the accuracy and decreases the time-latency simul-
taneously by optimizing the CCOT. However, existing works
receive less attention on the aspects of security, which motivate
us to propose SECTRACKER. Different from existing tracking
schemes, SECTRACKER considers much more about the security
issue, such as detecting the malicious nodes, setting up the secure
routing strategy.

C. Security Threats and Efficiency Limitation in SAGIN

The security threats in UAV tracking are rarely studied by
the researchers, which may cause serious consequences with
the deployment of SAGIN [20]. There are mainly two kinds of
attacks in SAGIN. The first is the message spoofing attack [21],
and the other is the routing misbehavior attack [21]. In this
work, we aim to defend against these two kinds of attacks when
securely tracking UAVs.

Message spoofing attack: In the terrestrial layer, the mali-
cious tracker nodes controlled by the attacker may generate
fake results (i.e., UAV locations) to spoof the UAV tracking
system. Besides, the aforementioned malicious attack can seri-
ously threaten the QoS of the communication between the UAV
and terrestrial nodes in SAGIN, which may cause the loss of
useful information, and even the crash of SAGIN. As a result,
it is particularly crucial to detect the malicious nodes before
conducting the tracking process.

Routing misbehavior attack: In the terrestrial layer, the ma-
licious tracker nodes may perform the attacking behaviors to
threaten the security of SAGIN, which includes the message
flooding attack, and the black hole attack [16]. The mentioned
attack will also seriously decrease the QoS of the trackers, more
specifically, SAGIN will crash due to the effect of the attack.
Different from existing works [22], [23], [24], our work SEC-
TRACKER considers more kinds of malicious attacks in SAGIN.

Efficiency Issue: For a given terrestrial station, multiple nodes
are managed in the range of the terrestrial station. The overhead
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Fig. 2. System module of SECTRACKER.

of detecting the involved nodes and verifying all the messages
may be huge in real-world deployment. [25] proposes a novel
UAV edge computing IoT networks (UECIN) framework to
balance the load of UAV in SAGIN, which poses an important
direction for energy optimization. [26] proposes a new style of
ultra-dense edge computing (UDEC) to decrease the overall effi-
ciency, which is an impressive work in energy issues. To reduce
the overhead of verification and detection schemes, we introduce
the probabilistic detection algorithm to enhance the efficiency of
SECTRACKER. Besides, inspired by [27], we conduct the game
theory based analysis to discuss the optimal strategies in the
different cases.

In this study, focusing on the above-mentioned security
threats, SECTRACKER implements the defense mechanism to
achieve both excluding malicious nodes and improving the
efficiency of the proposed mechanisms.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Threat Model

Attack types in this study: As illustrated in Fig. 1, we mainly
consider two types of attacks, message spoofing attack and
routing misbehavior attack as mentioned in Section II-C. When
conducting the UAV tracking in SAGIN, message spoofing
represents the malicious nodes spreading fake UAV locations
or even abandoning the inferred trace. At the same time, routing
misbehavior represents the message flooding, the black hole
attack, and the grey hole attack, which may threaten the whole
UAV tracking system. Thus the QoS of SAGIN will be seriously
impacted.

Attacker’s capability: For the aspect of the attacker’s capa-
bility, in this study, we assume that the attacker can perform
two above-mentioned attacks via hijacking the tracker nodes in
the terrestrial layer of SAGIN. More specifically, as illustrated
in Fig. 2, the malicious tracker nodes (e.g., vehicles sensor
nodes, mobile base stations) can seriously damage the quality of
services in SAGIN via performing the man-in-the-middle attack
(MITM) [28], the DDoS attack, and so on. As a result, it is of
great significance to propose the SECTRACKER to ensure the
security of the UAV tracking process. In this study, we do not
assume the attacker has the ability to get control of the majority
of the nodes in SAGIN or intrude on the management center
station (MCS), since they are quite strong assumptions in the
real-world scenario.

B. Design Goal

Compared with existing trackers (e.g., CCOT [3], BACF [4],
AutoTrack [29]) without the security mechanisms as mentioned
in Section II, SECTRACKER is designed to achieve the following
goals.

Secure tracking and routing: To ensure the robustness of
the UAV tracking system in SAGIN, eliminating the damages
caused by the malicious attacks plays a key role. Therefore,
our proposed SECTRACKER should detect the tracker nodes with
the aforementioned attack (i.e., the message spoofing attack,
the routing misbehavior attack) and exclude them from further
tracking tasks.

Efficiency improvement: In the large-range SAGIN, the man-
aging and detection of the whole nodes require lots of calcula-
tion resources [30], [31]. Therefore, the proposed SECTRACKER

should be efficient during the whole procedure of UAV tracking.
Accurate tracking: When there exist malicious attacks as

mentioned in Section II, SECTRACKER should achieve the goal
of tracking UAVs with a high accuracy that is superior to
the existing system. Besides, the tracking algorithm should be
lightweight to be deployed in SAGIN and realize real-time
tracking with a low time latency.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System Overview

As illustrated in Fig. 2, to achieve the design goals of secure,
efficient, and accurate UAV tracking, SECTRACKER consists of
three components: Local Voting based Detection Module, Rout-
ing Evidence based Detection Module, and UAV Tracking Mod-
ule. Firstly, to ensure the secure UAV tracking configuration,
the Local Voting based Detection Module detects the tracker
nodes conducting message spoofing attacks and excludes them.
Secondly, to handle the various misbehavior attacks existing in
the network layer, for instance, the message flooding attack,
the black hole attack, and the grey hole attack, we design the
Routing Evidence based Detection Module, which utilizes the
interaction information between tracker nodes as the evidence.
By comparing the interactive routing evidence, the contact and
forwarding process can be inferred. To check the malicious
nodes in this network, we define the routing checking rules
for various attacks. Then, based on the aforementioned rules,
the routing misbehavior can be discovered after checking the
collected evidence. Thirdly, to reduce the checking and verifi-
cation overhead, the probabilistic detection algorithm and game
theory based analysis are proposed to evaluate the performance
of SECTRACKER. Finally, armed with the two aforementioned
modules, UAV Tracking Module can track the geographical
location of the target UAV securely and accurately.

Note that, the important symbols are shown in Table I.

B. Local Voting Based Detection Module

In this subsection, SECTRACKER deploys the Local Voting
based Detection Module to detect those tracker nodes which
perform message spoofing attacks in the terrestrial layers. We
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS

elaborate details on each step of our proposed modules that are
implemented to enhance the security of SECTRACKER.

1) Message Sharing by Tracker Nodes: Given a L×W re-
gion in the terrestrial space where L is the length and W is the
width, we divide it into N parts, each part is in the control of
a specific terrestrial station TSi. Note that, for N parts (e.g.,
N = 9 in our experiments), we denote N terrestrial stations
as TS = (TS1, TS2, . . ., TSN ), and the j-th part contains sj
tracker nodes.

For a given part with M tracker nodes, before conducting
UAV tracking, M nodes need to recognize and localize the
target UAV independently. Different from UAV tracking, the
initial localization of UAV can be determined by nodes via
utilizing the blob detection techniques [32] (2D position) and
3D reconstruction [33], [34] (3D position). SECTRACKER starts
to detect the nodes with the message spoofing behaviors in this
phase. Note that our proposed Local Voting based Detection
Module is decentralized, thus ensuring securing message sharing
by M tracker nodes plays a critical role.

For the node ni which aims to share the estimated UAV
3D localization (xi, yi, zi) to the node nj , it generates a tuple
mi⇒j = ((xi, yi, zi), ni, nj , ts), where ts is the timestamp of
the message sharing. Let GroupGen be a polynomial time algo-
rithm, we input security parameter 1k and output a cyclic group
G, while p is the prime order and g is the generator. Note that, G
is required to satisfy the Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption
(DDH) [35], which is to ensure the generated key is computation-
ally indistinguishable with a uniformly chosen group element for
any probabilistic polynomial time attacker. The i-th node ni and
the j-th nodenj picka, b randomly fromZp and exchange ga, gb,
and finally gab mod p is set as the generated key Ki,j . Then, ni

generates a signature SIGi⇒j = Sig(Ki,j , H(mi⇒j)) by the
signature algorithm Sig(·), where H(·) is a Hash function [36].
Finally, the message broadcasted byni to nearby wireless tracker
nodes can be represented as

Mi⇒j = (mi⇒j , SIGi⇒j). (1)

Mi⇒j may experience multiple-hop and arrive at the receiver as
M ′

i⇒j = (mi⇒j ,
′ SIGi⇒j). Since the signature is immutable,

SIGi⇒j cannot be forged by any potential attacker.
For the receiver nj , when it receives M ′

i⇒j , it leverages
the pre-shared Ki,j to calculate a new signature SIGj⇒i =

Sig(Ki,j , H(m′
i⇒j)). IfSIGj⇒i = SIGi⇒j , it means the loca-

tion information never undergoes any tamper. For all M nodes,
SECTRACKER requires each node to share the message with other
nodes following the above steps. Ultimately, M nodes share the
UAV location messages securely, then SECTRACKER detects the
nodes with message spoofing behaviors.

2) Local Voting Based Message Spoofing Detection: For a
given terrestrial part with M nodes, SECTRACKER checks each
node for whether it has message spoofing behavior. For the target
tracker nodentarget, we refer otherM − 1 nodes as voting nodes
Nv = {n1, n2, . . . , nM−1}. The basic detection insight is that
the nodes that conduct message spoofing will share the spoofed
UAV location to mislead the final UAV tracking results. The
spoofed location will inevitably be inconsistent with the location
results from other nodes (i.e., voting nodes) only if the benign
nodes occupy the majority, which can be held on in most cases.
The detailed voting steps are listed below:

Location aggregation from voting nodes: For the i-th node
ni in the voting nodes Nv , note that ntarget /∈ Nv , it has
the estimated UAV location Pi = (xi, yi, zi). SECTRACKER

aggregates estimated locations from all voting nodes Pv =
{P1, P2, . . . , PM−1} as

Paggr =

(∑M−1
i=1 xi

M − 1
,

∑M−1
i=1 yi

M − 1
,

∑M−1
i=1 zi

M − 1

)
. (2)

Distance calculation: For each node in the voting nodes, SEC-
TRACKER calculates the distance between its estimated location
and the aggregated location Paggr. For instance, the distance
derived from the node ni can be represented as

di = |Pi − Paggr|. (3)

Similarly, for the detected node vt, SECTRACKER calculates its
distance dt.

Voting based detection: For M − 1 voting nodes, we assign
its voting values asV = {v1, v2, . . . , vM−1}, where vi is the vote
value of the node ni. For the target detected node ntarget, node
ni decides its vote value according to the following principles:
� Case 1: when dt ≤ di, it means the estimated location of
ntarget is closer to the aggregated location Paggr than that
of ni. In this case, ni sets vi as 1.

� Case 2: when dt ≥ di and dt − di ≤ ε, where ε is a pre-
defined detection threshold, it means Pt (i.e., Pt represents
the location of the tested node, which may be a benign
node or a malicious node) is far away from Paggr than
that of ni but the deviation is acceptable. Note that, ε is
set empirically and SECTRACKER chooses ε = 2 × σ in the
experiments, where σ is the standard variance of the voting
nodes’ distances dv = {d1, d2, . . . , dM−1}. In this case, ni

still sets vi as 1.
� Case 3: when dt ≥ di and dt − di ≥ ε, it means Pt occurs

an obvious deviation compared with ni. In this case, ni

does not trust ntarget and will set vi as 0.
After getting vote values from all voting nodes, we calculate

the final vote value Score as below

Score =

∑M−1
i=1 vi

M − 1
. (4)
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If Score ≥ 0.5, it means the majority of the voting nodes trust
the detected tracker node ntarget. Otherwise, it means ntarget

is likely a node conducting the message spoofing attack, and
SECTRACKER excludes it from further tracking procedures.

During a UAV tracking task, SECTRACKER conducts several
iterations of Local Voting based Detection Modules in order to
exclude as many malicious nodes as possible. In the next sub-
section, we will discuss how to reduce the energy consumption
generated in this module.

C. Routing Evidence Based Detection Module

In this subsection, we first introduce the packet transmission
process in SAGIN, which is a kind of delay tolerant network
(DTN) [17]. After that, we propose the Routing Evidence based
Detection Module to defend against the routing misbehavior
attack (e.g., the message flooding attack, the black hole attack,
the grey hole attack).

1) Packet Transmission in DTN: SAGIN is a combination of
sensor networks with scheduled intermittent connectivity [17],
[37], which is regarded as a typical type of DTN. Because of the
unique characteristics, the packet transmission follows the DTN
protocols. More specifically, the nodes will send the message
packet until the path for forwarding appears, for instance, the
next hop node is activated or moving into the ranges of the given
nodes, which is formulated as “opportunistic” schemes. How-
ever, the malicious behavior may be performed by the attacker.
The message packets can be abandoned or partly abandoned
by the malicious nodes, which is notated as the black and grey
hole attack [16]. Besides, the malicious nodes can execute the
message flooding attack to cause the DoS attack, which will
seriously affect the QoS of SAGIN.

2) Routing Evidence Generation: As the SAGIN remains the
characteristics of intermittent connectivity existing in DTN, the
discovery of malicious behavior faces the challenges of lacking
witness. Thus, inspired by [27], [36], we propose the routing
evidence to record the behaviors in SAGIN for checking. For
the k-th given terrestrial station, the routing evidence should
be uploaded to the TSk by the tracker nodes. The interaction
evidence is categorized into two parts: the forwarding evidence
and the contact evidence.

Forwarding Evidence: For the i-th node ni and the j-th node
nj managed by TSk, the i-th node ni will determine whether
the j-th node nj is suitable for the packet transmission in terms
of the routing protocol. More specifically, firstly, we define two
transmission condition bits Cflag1 and Cflag2 with the initial
value 0. Then, if the distanceDisi⇒j betweenni andnj satisfies
Disi⇒j ≤ Disth, where Disth is the pre-defined threshold,
we set the Cflag1 as 1. Simultaneously, if the next hop nj

satisfies the DTN routing protocols (e.g., the Direct protocol,
the Randomized Routing protocol, the Epidemic protocol, the
Spray & Wait protocol) [38], we set the second condition symbol
bit Cflag2 as 1. Finally, we calculate the combined condition
symbol bit Cflag = Cflag1 ∩ Cflag2. If Cflag is 1, it means the
next hop node nj is suitable for transmission, thus the message
packet will be sent. At the same time, the forwarding evidence
will be generated after the forwarding. The SIGi⇒j defined in

Section IV-B2 is involved to ensure the security of the message
packet by the signature immutability. The evidence Eforward

i⇒j is
defined as following

Eforward
i⇒j = (m,nj , ts, tl, Cflag, SIGi⇒j) , (5)

where ts is the timestamp of the message packet sharing, tl is the
Time-to-live (TTL) value before the message m got discarded.

Contact Evidence: In this study, different from the forward-
ing evidence, the contact evidence includes the contact history
between the two nodes, even the forwarding condition does not
satisfies (Cflag = Cflag1 ∩ Cflag2 = 0). The contact evidence
between the i-th node ni and the j-th node nj is defined as

Econtact
i⇒j ∪ Econtact

i⇐j

= (m,ni, nj , ts, tl, Cflag, SIGi⇒j , SIGi⇐j) , (6)

where the notation is the same as the forwarding evidence.
For a given terrestrial station TSk with sk tracker nodes, the

evidence during the packet transmission is collected as

Eaggr(i)=
(
Eforward

i⇒j , Econtact
i⇒j ∪ Econtact

i⇐j

)
, (7)

ETSk
aggr=Eaggr(1)∪Eaggr(2). . .∪Eaggr(sk−1)∪Eaggr(sk),

(8)

where Eaggr(i) represents the aggregated evidence for the i-th
node in TSk, and ETSk

aggr is the aggregated evidence for all the
collected evidence in TSk.

3) Detection Schemes: After collecting all the evidence, we
design the detection schemes to identify the misbehavior. Ac-
cording to the aggregated collected evidence ETSk

aggr in TSk,
we construct the set of next hop as Qnexthop(i) for the i-th
node. Besides, we also construct the set of contacting nodes as
Qcontact(i) for the i-th node. Note that, Γ1m represents the set
of message packets that are needed to be sent. Γ2m represents
the set of forwarded messages according to the evidence.

For the black hole attack or the grey hole attack, in other
words, the node refuses to forward the message packets or
abandon the message packets selfishly even under the condition
that forwarding is satisfied. The checking rules are

∃m ∈ Γ1m,m ∈ Γ2m, Qnexthop(i) �⊆ Qcontact(i). (9)

∃m ∈ Γ1m,m /∈ Γ2m, Qcontact(i)! = 0 ∪Qnexthop(i) == 0.
(10)

The mentioned situation represents when the forwarding oppor-
tunity appears, the i-th node chooses not to forward the message
mor send it to other unauthorized nodes which breaks the routing
rules. These nodes satisfied with the two mentioned situations
will be regarded as malicious nodes.

For the message flooding attack, we design another detection
scheme, the k-th terrestrial station TSk collects the timestamp
from forwarding evidence between the node ni and node nj . For
a given message m, the tm represents the packet transmitting
time from ni to nj , which is calculated as tm = ts1 − ts2. ts1

and ts2 come from different evidence, which are the timestamp
for message m during the transmission. The message packet
size is defined as |Msgm| for message m. Note that, the set of
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message packets is defined as SetM . The traffic speed of node
ni at ts1 is calculated as

TFi(ts1) =
∑

m∈SetM

|Msgm|
tm

. (11)

For a given TSk, we calculate the traffic speed at ts1 as

Mean(TF (ts1)) =

∑sk
i=0 TFi(ts1)

sk
. (12)

If the traffic speed of node ni is larger than a pre-defined
threshold (i.e., in experiments, we set the threshold as 3) more
than the mean value of traffic in SAGIN in most time of the
transmission, we will regard it as the malicious node which
performs the message flooding attack. Besides, according to the
checking rules in the aforementioned attack, SECTRACKER can
also assist to detect the message eavesdropping attack and the
denial of service (DoS) attack.

D. Efficiency Enhancement Mechanisms

After excluding the nodes with the misbehavior, however, the
UAV tracking still suffers from the problem of efficiency. SEC-
TRACKER utilizes a probabilistic detection algorithm and game
theory based analysis to balance the efficiency and security,
which are used in the detection and UAV tacking.

1) Probabilistic Detection Algorithm: To save the detection
and verification overhead during the detection as mentioned
in Section IV-B and Section IV-C, SECTRACKER deploys a
probabilistic detection algorithm, which is widely used in ma-
licious node checking [27]. The basic insight is that: in a given
terrestrial part, during the detection process, it is not necessary
to check each node in each iteration. Otherwise, to save the
overhead, SECTRACKER can pay more attention to those low
reputation nodes and less attention to the high ones. Based on
this, this algorithm will increase the checking probability of
the suspicious nodes and decrease the checking probability of
the possibly benign nodes in each checking iteration. Inspired
by [27], [36], we design the probabilistic detection algorithm to
check the malicious nodes and behaviors.

We implement the probabilistic detection algorithm as an
enhancement of the two detection modules to detect nodes with
message spoofing and routing misbehavior in the j-th terrestrial
stationTSj . For the sj sensor nodes in the divided part controlled
by the j-th terrestrial station TSj , TSj collects the message
and routing evidence of each sensor node for detection. We
initially set the probability of checking each node as Prob.
For benign nodes, in its first several checking iterations, if the
node behaviors are all recognized as benign by SECTRACKER,
the reputation of these nodes will be regarded as “benign,” the
node will receive a reward CostReward from the TSj , and the
MCS will decrease the corresponding checking probability (i.e.,
Prob) of these nodes. Otherwise, For malicious nodes, when
they are checked and detected as malicious, their reputation
will decrease, and the TSj will punish CostPunish the node.
A low reputation will attract the MCS’s more attention and
result in a high checking probability. Note that, the transmitting
overhead for each node is defined asCostTran, and the checking

overhead for TSj is CostCheck. Note that, if the message is
transmitted correctly, the corresponding TS will receive an
information gain as Gain. The current reputation for each node
is represented as CurrentiNode, while the current reputation for
the corresponding TS is notated as CurrentTS .

Thus, in each iteration, in the sj tracker sensor nodes, the
number of nodes that need to be checked can be calculated as

NumCN (j) = sj × Prob�, (13)

NumCN =

N∑
j=1

NumCN (j), (14)

where NumCN is the number of nodes that should be checked
in SAGIN (which is chosen randomly), and N is the number
of terrestrial stations TS. The checking criteria are elaborated
in Section IV-B and Section IV-C. With the assistance of the
probabilistic detection algorithm, the overhead during detecting
message spoofing nodes can be significantly reduced.

E. Game Theory Based Analysis

After defining the reputation based strategy, inspired by [27],
[36], [39], we conduct the game theory analysis to discuss the
tradeoff between detection and overhead.

Theorem 1: As the CostTran, CostReward and CostPunish

are defined in Section IV-D1, if the checking probability Prob
is set as

Prob =
CostTran + ζ

CostReward + CostPunish
, (15)

the i-th node must choose to forward for the consideration of
payoff, and TSk will save the checking cost compared with
checking all the nodes.

Proof: For each node, it has two choices when a message
is needed to be forwarded, which are “forward” or “abandon”.
For a given terrestrial station TS, it has two behaviors too in a
detection trail, which are “checking” or “not checking”. Thus,
the detection trail can be modeled as a static game, which can
be categorized into 4 cases.
� Case 1: If the i-th node chooses to forward honestly,

and the event is detected by the TS, the reputation
for node i is updated as CurrentiNode + CostReward −
CostTran. The reputation for TS is CurrentTS +
Gain− CostReward − CostCheck.

� Case 2: If the i-th node chooses to forward honestly, but the
event is not detected by the TS, the reputation for node i is
CurrentiNode + CostReward − CostTran, the reputation
for TS is CurrentTS +Gain− CostReward.

� Case 3: If the i-th node chooses to abandon the message
selfishly, and the event is detected by theTS, the reputation
for node i is CurrentiNode − CostPunish, the reputation
for TS is CurrentTS + CostPunish − CostCheck.

� Case 4: If the i-th node chooses to abandon the message
selfishly, but the event is not detected by the TS, the
reputation for node i is CurrentiNode + CostReward, the
reputation for TS is CurrentTS − CostReward.
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In equation (15), the checking probability Prob is less than
1. It means the number of checking nodes equals to

∑N
j=1 sj ×

Prob, which is less than the number of all nodes
∑N

j=1 sj . For
the i-th node, the payoff when it chooses “abandon” or “forward”
can be shown as below.

Condition 1: If the node chooses to abandon, the payoff is

PF i
Node = − Prob× CostPunish

+ (1 − Prob)× CostReward

= CostReward − CostTran − ζ. (16)

Condition 2: Otherwise, if the node chooses to forward hon-
estly, the payoff is

PF i
Node = Prob× (CostReward − CostTran)

+ (1 − Prob)× (CostReward − CostTran)

= CostReward − CostTran, (17)

which is more than CostReward − CostTran − ζ. As a result,
the node i will choose to forward to maximize the payoff
PF i

Node. As for the corresponding TS, it doesn’t need to
check all the nodes, the detection overhead and verification
overhead will decrease. The static game realizes the Nash Equi-
librium [39]. �

Theorem 2: The transmission in DTN is modeled as a stochas-
tic process, which satisfied the exponential distribution with
parameter δij [40]. For sk nodes in TSk, Prob represents
the detection probability, Mean(δ) represents the mean value
of δij , in the detection time period Ttrail, the cost for trans-
mission and verification when making a single contact is no-
tated as OverheadTran and OverheadSig separately, while the
cost for each trail OverheadT+S is calculated as the sum of
OverheadTran and OverheadSig . The summarized cost in all
DTN is calculated as

1
2
Prob

N∑
k=1

|sk|2Mean(δ)Ttrail(OverheadT+S). (18)

Proof: Considering a stochastic process satisfying the expo-
nential distribution with parameter δij , δij represents the contact
rate between ni and nj , the interval is calculated as 1

δij
. For

sk nodes in TSk, the summarized contact number in TSk is
calculated as

|NumTSk
contact| =

1
2

∑
i

∑
j �=i

Ttrail/
1
δij

≈ 1
2
Mean(δ)Ttrail

N∑
k=1

|sk|2. (19)

As a result, when the detection probability is set as Prob, the
overall cost is derived as

OverallCost = Prob

N∑
k=1

|NumTSk
contact|

=
1
2
Prob

N∑
k=1

|sk|2Mean(δ)TtrailOverheadT+S.

(20)

As shown in Theorem 2, the overhead of detection is linear with
the Prob. Thus, an appropriate Prob selection can decrease the
detection overhead and save the resources in SAGIN. �

F. UAV Tracking Module

In this subsection, after implementing all the security mech-
anisms, SECTRACKER finishes the final UAV tracking task by
employing the novel proposed algorithms in UAV Tracking
Module. To handle the limitations of the traditional tracking
mechanisms (e.g., CCOT, BACF) when facing the tasks of UAV
tracking in SAGIN, SECTRACKER optimizes the ECO algorithm
by jointing the location decision and object tracking to adap-
tively fit the framework of SAGIN. Finally, we achieve accurate
and low-time-latency tracking for UAVs.

Considering the characteristic of UAV tracking in SAGIN, the
UAV Tracking Module is comprised of two steps, the location
decision and the object tracking respectively. The location de-
cision is designed not only to decide the initial location of the
UAVs for the convenience of tracking the UAVs, but also to avoid
the moving object missing during the tracking process. With the
assistance of this component, if the object in the tracking figure
gets lost, the location decision can be reused to relocate the
location of the UAV. We implement the blob detection algo-
rithm in the Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)
libraries [32] to realize the aforementioned function.

In the object tracking step, after receiving the location from the
location decision step, for the same image patch, each training
sample set from the testing figure of UAV contains j channels,
which are represented as x1, x2, . . ., xj . An interpolation oper-
ator Jd defined as below is adopted to achieve the goal of UAV
tracking.

Jd
{
xd
}
(t) =

Nd−1∑
n=0

xd[n]bd

(
t− T

Nd
n

)
, (21)

where the bd is the interpolation kernel (T > 0). For the shifted
function bd, xd[n] represents the weight parameters and Nd is
denoted as the resolution for each feature layer in the framework.

To overcome the disadvantage of over-fitting and complexity,
we adopt a more efficient convolution operator (ECO) [19]
to track the UAV in this study. In the implementation of
ECO, compared with the set of constitutional filters f =
(f 1, f 2, . . . , fD) ∈ L2(D)T , the number of filters C needed in
this approach is less than the number of filters D, defined in the
CCOT. The combination of the linear filters in ECO frameworks
is calculated as

∑C
c=1 λd,cf

c, where the coefficients of linear
combinations are denoted as λd,c, a matrix φT is constructed by
the coefficients of linear combinations λd,c with the dimension
D × C. The purpose of factorized convolution operatorSPf{x}
is to reduce the parameter numbers, which is calculated as

SPf{x} =
∑
c,d

λd,cf
c × Jd

{
xd
}
= f × φTJ{x}. (22)

In the training process, to reduce the scale of the training
samples, we employ the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to
evaluate the training loss E. Compared with the training loss
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defined in CCOT, the training loss E is optimized as follows

E(f) = E
{
‖SPf{x} − y‖2

L2

}
+

D∑
d=1

∥∥wfd
∥∥2

L2 , (23)

where y is the output of the ECO framework.
Besides, if the target (i.e., UAV) gets lost when conducting

the tracking process, the location decision component will be
reused to locate the UAV. In addition, with the assistance of
blob detection, the terrestrial nodes can continuously track UAVs
with the proposed SECTRACKER. For the j-th terrestrial part
with the terrestrial station TSj , after all the tracker nodes finish
UAV tracking, the cluster head nodes will aggregate the location
messages from each node and send them to the corresponding
TSj . Then, for all TS, the UAV location messages will be
sent to MCS for executing the later commands and maintain-
ing the communication between satellite and ground networks.
Finally, with the deployment of the UAV Tracking Module,
SECTRACKER can achieve the design goal of high-efficiency and
low-time latency simultaneously.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the overall performance of
SECTRACKER, including the visualization of tracking results.
Then we explore various factors that may affect the performance
of SECTRACKER. Finally, we compare our work with existing
priors.

A. Experimental Settings

1) Experimental Configurations: In the process of UAV
tracking, we first implement the Local Voting based Detection
Module and the Routing Evidence based Detection Module to
exclude the impact of the malicious tracker nodes, the number of
the terrestrial station N is set to be 9. The summarized number
of sensor nodes

∑N
j=1 sj is set to 50, 100, and 200 randomly

generated in the region of L×W , which is set as 300 × 300
km2. In this study, 10% of the nodes are assumed to be malicious
nodes. The opportunistic networking simulator [41] is adopted
to simulate the SAGIN. With the setting of the parameters, the
experiments are conducted in 100 rounds.

After the checking process, the tracking parameters are intro-
duced as follows. The training learning rate is set to be 0.009, and
the maximum number of stored training samples is limited to 50
for the training speed consideration. To implement the factorized
convolution formulation, we adopt the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) for the initialization of the projection matrix,
the regularization parameter of the projection matrix is set
to be 5 × 10−8 empirically. All the evaluation experiments of
SECTRACKER are conducted on a desktop with 64-bit Ubuntu
18.04 OS, Intel Core i7 CPU, and 64 GB RAM.

2) Dataset: To demonstrate the effectiveness of SEC-
TRACKER in the real-world scenario in the field of UAV tracking,
we establish a dataset, dubbed as SF-UAV, which is expected to
be open-source for the community. To verify the effectiveness
and robustness of SECTRACKER, the dataset is comprised of
a tracking video captured by a 4 K camera with a speed of

29 frames per second. The time range of the pre-processed
dataset is 21 seconds. The summarized frames are calculated
as 21 × 29 = 609. Besides, compared with the existing dataset
UAV123 [42], our dataset is superior in terms of the sharpness
and usability in the quality of videos. Since all the experiments
are conducted by UAVs controlled by the experts, this study is
exempt from the IRB approval of the institutions.

3) Evaluation Metrics: In this study, we define OverallAccu

to evaluate the overall accuracy of the existing mechanism
implemented in the UAV tracking process.

OverallB =

∑N
i=1 D(Bi)× TrackPrecisioni∑N

i=1(D(Bi) + UD(Mi))
, (24)

OverallM =

∑N
i=1 UD(Mi)× (1 − TrackPrecisioni)∑N

i=1(D(Bi) + UD(Mi))
,

(25)

where D(Bi) represents the number of detected benign sensor
nodes for the i-th terrestrial station TS, they are detected by
the tracking mechanisms and will honestly transmit and for-
ward the packets in the corresponding TS, where UD(Mi)
represents the number of malicious sensor nodes that are not
detected by the tracking mechanisms, it is the complement
of the D(Bi). Note that, the TrackPrecision is referring to
the real-time tracking accuracy of the UAV, which represents
the proportion of the detected objects area to the square frame in
the videos, which is shown in Fig. 4. In the case that the malicious
nodes transmit irrelevant or wrong information of the tracking
results, 1 − TrackPrecision (the remaining part of the square
frame threshold) is selected for the malicious sensor nodes. In
fact, the tracking precision rate for the malicious nodes will be
even lower, which will further demonstrate the effectiveness of
SECTRACKER in terms of OverallAccu.

OverallAccu = OverallB +OverallM , (26)

where OverallB refers to the accuracy of the detected benign
nodes,OverallM is for the accuracy of the undetected malicious
nodes. OverallAccu, representing the overall accuracy of the
UAV tracking process, is the combination of the results of
OverallB and OverallM .

B. Overall Secure Tracking Performance

1) Overall Performance of SECTRACKER: When considering
the message spoofing attack and the routing misbehavior at-
tack, the tracking accuracy of SECTRACKER can achieve the
OverallAccu of 96.64% with 61.41 fps. The time overhead
with all the proposed mechanisms (i.e., the Local Voting based
Detection Module, the Routing Evidence based Detection Mod-
ule) only increases 1.30 seconds delay for each tracker node,
which is acceptable for UAV tracking in real-world scenarios
compared with the tracking time overhead (at least 8.58 seconds
listed in Table III). The existing mechanism can achieve the best
OverallAccu by the means of ECO [19], which is calculated
as 88.16%. Therefore, the OverallAccu of SECTRACKER can
achieve a significant performance improvement with the imple-
mentation of the security mechanisms.
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Fig. 3. Background subtraction result from SECTRACKER.

Fig. 4. Tracking Results from SECTRACKER in Time Order (UAV in the
Bound). (a) Tracking Results 1. (b) Tracking Results 2. (c) Tracking Results
3. (d) Tracking Results 4. (e) Tracking Results 5. (f) Tracking Results 6.

C. Visualization of the Tracking Results

With the assistance of the blob detection, the location of the
tracking target (i.e., UAVs) can be located by pixels, which can
be utilized to estimate the size and the initial location of the
UAV. After this procedure, the optimized ECO framework in
SECTRACKER can be implemented to track the UAV continu-
ously. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, SECTRACKER can realize the function
of locating the initial location for the UAV and conducting all
procedures of the real-time tracking under the security protec-
tion, which indicates that our SECTRACKER achieves the design
goals of effectiveness and efficiency.

D. Impact of Various Factors on SECTRACKER

In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of various factors
(e.g., sensor node numbers,Prob choices, sensor node mobility)
on SECTRACKER. We define the detection rate [43] to evaluate
the performance of the malicious node detection. The detection
rate is calculated as

Detection =

∑
D(Mnode)∑
Mnode

. (27)

where D(Mnode) represents the number of the malicious nodes
which are detected. Note that, the detection rate is for the
proportion of detected malicious nodes among all malicious
nodes.

1) Impact of Tracker Node Number: To evaluate the impact
of the node scale on SECTRACKER, we set the node number as 50,
100, and 200 when conducting simulations. We implement the
Local Voting based Detection Module and the Routing Evidence
based Detection Module to detect the malicious nodes. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), the detection rate for malicious nodes increases
when the node number increase. The reason is that when the
node number increases, the contact between nodes will be more

Fig. 5. Evaluation of various factors on SECTRACKER. (a) Detection rate of
the malicious nodes when changing Prob and node number. (b) Detection rate
of the malicious nodes when changing node moving speed.

Fig. 6. Precision plot of OPE when changing location error threshold.

Fig. 7. Precision plot of TRE when changing location error threshold.

Fig. 8. Precision plot of SRE when changing location error threshold.

Fig. 9. Success rate plot of OPE when changing overlap threshold.

frequent [44]. At the same time, there will be more useful routing
evidence to collect in the management center station (MCS),
which can be used to detect the malicious nodes. Thus, the
detection rate for the malicious nodes will increase too.

2) Impact of Probability Selection: To evaluate the impact
of probability selection when conducting detection, we set the
Prob as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% and evaluate the perfor-
mance. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the detection rate increases with
the increase of checking Prob. As a result, to achieve the design
goal of low-cost and security, we should balance the trade-off
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Fig. 10. Success rate plot of TRE when changing overlap threshold.

Fig. 11. Success rate plot of SRE when changing overlap threshold.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR SYSTEM AND EXISTING SECURE ROUTING

MECHANISMS

between the energy consumption and the performance of SEC-
TRACKER, which is adjusted by the parameter Prob. Besides,
when the Prob reaches 40%, 90% of the malicious nodes can
be identified. Thus, the results demonstrate the usability of the
proposed SECTRACKER in the security protection aspects.

3) Impact of Moving Speed: We also change the moving
speed of the nodes, which is designed to simulate different
kinds of sensors. As shown in Fig. 5(b), when the moving speed
increases, the detection rate decreases. It is because when the
moving speed of the node increase, the continuous connection
between the nodes is even worse. Simultaneously, the collected
useful routing evidence will decrease. Thus, more malicious
nodes will be ignored when detecting based on the routing
evidence, and the detection rate will decrease too. Otherwise,
when the Prob reaches 30%, above 90% of the malicious nodes
can be detected. The results show the efficiency of SECTRACKER

when the moving speed changes.

E. Comparison With State-of-The-Art Works

In this subsection, we first make a detailed comparison in the
aspects of the secure routing system. We compare our work with
the state-of-the-art work in attacking types, efficiency issue, and
the checking method.

According to the result in Table II, it is observed that our work
can solve various attacks in SAGIN, for instance, the message
spoofing attack, the flooding attack, the black/grey hole attack
and so on. Besides, SECTRACKER also proposes the probability
based checking schemes and the game theory based algorithm
to optimize the efficiency issue. Specifically, existing works
mainly consider one type of attack method. The state-of-the-art

works do not concentrate on the efficiency issue. In summary,
our scheme is superior to existing schemes in secure routing.

Then, to show the superiority of SECTRACKER, we make a
comparison between SECTRACKER and existing UAV tracking
systems (CCOT [3], BACF [4], AutoTrack [29] ,1 ECO [19])
in three different aspects: the precision rate, the success rate,
and the overall tracking speed. Note that, the other existing
tracking systems implement the traditional direct transmitting
protocol. SECTRACKER deploys the Local Voting based De-
tection Module and the Routing Evidence based Detection
Module to ensure the security and efficiency of the tracking
system.

To compare the performance of SECTRACKER with that of
existing mechanisms, three measurements are proposed by [45].
For a given testing video, one-pass evaluation (OPE) is to
evaluate the performance only once after initialization from the
ground truth location. Temporal robustness evaluation (TRE)
and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) are proposed to evaluate
the robustness of SECTRACKER, which differs in the initial
setting. TRE perturbs the initialization temporally in the staring
frames of the testing figure. SRE perturbs the initialization
temporally in the starting boundary boxes in the testing figure.
The evaluation results of the success rate and the precision scores
are shown in the Figs. 6–11.

Table III shows that for the tracking process without security
protection mechanisms, the precision rate of SECTRACKER is still
above 96%. SECTRACKER can achieve a success rate of 85% in
the tracking process at the speed of 61.41 frames per second
(fps). The time overhead of SECTRACKER increases because of
the deployment and execution of security mechanisms. How-
ever, the overhead is reasonable and acceptable in the scenario of
tracking UAVs in SAGIN. For instance, in the OPE evaluation,
the time overhead of SECTRACKER is only 25.99% above the
best occasions in the existing systems. Therefore, SECTRACKER

ensures security protection and energy saving in SAGIN with an
acceptable time overhead.

Table IV demonstrates the robustness of SECTRACKER in the
aspects of temporal and spatial. Note that, because of all the se-
curity and efficient mechanisms implemented, the OverallAccu

of SECTRACKER is much superior to the state-of-the-art UAV
tracking systems listed in both Table III and Table IV, which
can contribute to the development of the tracking system’s
performance enhancement. Finally, SECTRACKER is superior to
existing works in both the performance of the secure routing and
the tracking issue.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we conduct the security analysis and discuss
some limitations of SECTRACKER.

A. Security Analysis

In this subsection, we give a security analysis for the proposed
mechanisms. Firstly, the message of UAV location from the
malicious nodes differs from the benign nodes. Because the

1AutoTrack is designed for both UAV self-localization and UAV tracking.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEMS IN THE ASPECTS OF ON SF-UAV FOR OPE EVALUATION

TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEMS ON SF-UAV FOR TRE AND SRE EVALUATION

majority of nodes are benign, local voting can ensure the accurate
discovery of the malicious nodes. Secondly, according to the
DDH assumption, Ki,j is computationally indistinguishable
with a uniformly chosen group element for any probabilistic
polynomial time attacker. When the message Mi⇒j is transmit-
ting in SAGIN, only the two pairs of nodes ni and nj keep the
generated key Ki,j . If the attacker aims to forge the message
Mi⇒j , even the tuple mi⇒j is leaked, it is of no possibility
to generate the correct Sig(Ki,j , H(mi⇒j)) without knowing
the shared key Ki,j and the spoofing communication will be
terminated. From this sense, the message sharing process is
secure under the protection of the signature algorithms. Lastly,
the terrestrial station and MCS are believed to be benign which
is described in our threat model. So both the message and the
evidence are secure after uploading to the terrestrial station
and MCS. Besides, both the message sharing and the evidence
uploading are under the protection of signature.

B. Discussions

Dataset: Because of the limitations of the hardware configu-
rations in the experiments, the dataset we constructed still needs
to be extended in the range of spatial and temporal. Besides, the
performance of SECTRACKER on the other existing dataset is still
under exploration. However, we still believe the performance of
SECTRACKER is effective in other potential datasets as long as
they have similar experimental configurations to us.

Weather: In this study, because of the limitation of the equip-
ment and the regulation of UAVs, it is hard to capture the videos
of UAVs in extreme weather. The performance of SECTRACKER

under such environments (e.g., the rainy day, the windy day) in
the different time periods of the daytime (e.g., sunrise, sunset)
is left for further work.

Other possible attack types: In this study, we only consider
two main security issues named the message spoofing attack and
the routing misbehavior attack. However, other security threats
still need to be explored in further research. For instance, the
GPS jamming and spoofing, the obfuscation of the sensors [46],
and other communication security issues [5].

Other issues: In this study, we mainly focus on the issue of
single target tracking. Since multiple UAVs should be tracked
simultaneously, it should be explored for the multiple targets
tracking to meet the requirements of military and civilian pur-
poses. Besides, the performance of SECTRACKER when an emer-
gency occurs (e.g., the forced landing, escaping from the range
of terrestrial stations) should be considered.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose SECTRACKER, which is a secure and
efficient UAV tracking system in the space-air-ground integrated
network (SAGIN). To achieve the design goal of security, power
efficiency, and accuracy, we implement the Local Voting based
Detection Module and Routing Evidence based Detection Mod-
ule as countermeasures to defend against the message spoofing
attack and the routing misbehavior attack. We further imple-
ment a novel UAV Tracking Module to improve the tracking
performance. Experimental results show that when there exist
the aforementioned attacks, SECTRACKER realizes the accuracy
of 96.64% in the speed of 61.41 fps with all the proposed
optimized mechanisms implemented, which is superior to the
existing works in UAV tracking.
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